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Leadership Strategies for a High Performance Contact
Center

What is a high performance contact center? High performance is generally accepted to mean performing at the top of a
possible performance range. So a High performance contact center is one that meets or exceeds the performance
parameters or metrics expected of it. In contact center operational parameters include quantitative: grade of services,
AHT, ATT, ASA etc.; financial, sales units or revenues; and qualitative: First Call Resolution, Customer Satisfaction,
Quality scores etc., measures.

So what steps can a leader in a contact center take and what actions should they complete to achieve high performance
within their center?

In order to answer this question we must first understand the environment that any individual contact center operates
within. Of course contact centers exist in every industry and vertical each of which has its’ own unique aspects and
elements. But there are consistencies and constants which are universal and are present in each center regardless of the
specific industry.

The first of these ‘universal truths’ is that all things are connected. We already know that that our center is connected
to the broader organization. When Marketing creates offers, Sales sells a new client or when Distribution ships or
doesn’t make a shipment the phones will ring. The Butterfly effect is alive and well in our center. When a butterfly
flaps its wings in Marketing the effect is often more calls into the center. We know that when staff calls in sick, the
Service Level may suffer. Any contact center is collection of thousands of moving parts that are connected in obvious
and hidden ways. The clover diagram below illustrates the inter-connectedness we see in contact centers.
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The second ‘universal truth’ is that our contact centers are ‘always on’. A contact center is a live environment where
we operate in the moment. A ringing phone must be answered. Many center managers spend their entire day ‘putting
our fires’, this leave little time for fire prevention.

The third ‘universal truth’ is that our centers are staffed with people, many of whom don’t view a contact center as a
career opportunity. A center is in fact a community or a village. Like most small communities they have the familiar
characters, the village idiot, town drunk, busybody, the flirt and the gossip. Are centers are full of clichés, groups and
loners all of whom have their own goals aspirations and agendas. People however are important to the success of any
center. They account for 70% of any budget. People are the source of many problems faced by management but are
also the source of most if not all of the solutions to those problems. The leadership challenge is to harness and align
that diverse group of people to a common goal or goals.

Against this backdrop of the universal truths that form the basis for all centers we strive to build a center that can meet
the defined goals and objectives. Ones that senior management team has established and that we establish for
ourselves. Let’s examine some of the strategies that can help transform a center to a high performance environment.

Building & Understanding Teams:
In any center we will have a number of teams: teams of agents under a supervisor, an HR team, a workforce
management team, a quality team etc. We will also have the management team within the center. The Management
team often consists of Supervisors representing each discipline, as well as the Manager(s) and/or Directors.

Like all individuals each member of these teams has individual goals and aspirations. It is essential for a team to
function effectively that the individuals identify as a member of a team rather than as an individual. This can be an
extremely difficult task. Likely each of us has been on a team where one or more team members couldn’t or wouldn’t
subjugate their personal agenda for that of the team. When this happens the team can become dysfunctional: not all
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members participate, the workload is not shared equally or fairly and the team can easily devolve to individuals
striving against the teams’ own lack of direction and ineffectiveness.

It is of course the Team Leader who has the responsibility to build and set direction and to ensure the team works well
together. In the language of business being a ‘team player’ is seen as a valuable attribute, but in reality you cannot
manage a team unless you are a team builder. This is the first strategic point where great centers and companies can
differentiate themselves from the average and the good ones.

So how to build effective teams? There are bookshelves full of books that have attempted to answer this question and
certainly a number of their approaches can be successful. My favorite approach is one set out by Patrick Lencioni in
his book “The Five Dysfunctions of a Team”.

Teamwork is one of the most prevalent ‘buzz words’ employed in business today. Everybody who reads the business
press hears constantly about the need for teamwork. Virtually every author who has written a business or management
book in the past fifteen years devotes significant ink to this topic.

But how do you ensure that your teams function effectively and achieve their goals? In my experience, ensuring that
teams are effective is a far more challenging exercise than ‘buying in’ to teams and teamwork.

Absence of Trust

Fear of Conflict

Lack of Commitment

Avoidance of
Accountability

Inattention
to Results

The 5 Dysfunctions of a Team

The most effective way to ensure that your teams succeed is to examine the most common ‘traps’ or dysfunctions that
often (or almost always) creep into the team managed process. According to Lencioni, there are five primary
dysfunctions of a Team. At the bottom of the pyramid is the fundamental dysfunction that will sink a team even if they
are doing everything else right, which is unlikely in the absence of trust.

To understand the interrelation of these dysfunctions lets look at the pyramid from the top down. In order to be
attentive to results you must be able to hold to team members accountable. In order to hold team members accountable
you must have their commitment. In order to gain their commitment, you must engender Productive Conflict. In order
to achieve Productive Conflict, you must ensure that there is a high level of trust and vulnerability within the team.
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Now when we look at Teams we must remember that no two teams are alike because no two people who are on any
given teams are alike. Therefore it can be dangerous to generalize, however the 5 dysfunctions are, in my experience
powerful indicators of the effectiveness that a team achieves. Let’s look at some of the dysfunctions in a little more
detail.

In order to be successful in any relationship we must be open and honest. Furthermore we must trust those around us.
A key aspect of trust is opening ourselves up, sharing our thoughts, opinions and experiences. Of course opening up in
this manner may also make you vulnerable to attacks. It is specifically this vulnerability that allows us to trust other
members of our team and them, to trust us. You need to know that it is safe. If we don’t trust those around us with our
reputations then we cannot trust them with our opinions. In short we cannot have an open and honest dialogue, or make
commitments, drive accountability or achieve the results we desire. The establishment of Trust is the first key step to
building an effective and productive team. In many organizations that I have worked with there are numerous teams
they are comprised of people who have worked together, often for many years, but they don’t really ‘know’ each other
and their actions show me that they don’t trust each other very much. Now if I asked them if they trusted their other
teammates, of course they would all say they did. But in their meetings there is a complete absence of healthy,
productive ideological conflict. This healthy ideological conflict is probably the best indicator of trust level within a
team. Good Trust = Good Conflict.

So how do you as the team leader engender trust? Well you can’t just write a memo declaring that starting tomorrow
we will all trust each other…it just doesn’t work like that. What you may want to do is to walk your team through the 5
dysfunctions so that they can see the ‘connectivity’ of the dysfunctions. Then encourage them to open up with the
group. It is decidedly easier to trust someone you know rather than someone who is a mystery.

A good device for doing this is to use a ‘Check In’ at the beginning of a meeting. At the start of the meeting each
person goes to the whiteboard and tells their life story from when they left school. As their life improved they draw a
line going up on the whiteboard, as they faced challenges in their life the line trends down. You have only 5 minutes to
review your entire life to date. These ‘check ins’ are often entertaining and elicit laughter and positive feelings. More
importantly perhaps, they provide a fuller and deeper understanding of the individuals participating in the ‘check in’
than any team member had prior to this exercise. I was told by one executive whose team was their senior management
group, “that even though we have been together for more than 5 years, I have learned more about these folks in thirty
minutes than I knew going into this meeting”.

Understanding your teammates and what drives them creates the openness that fosters vulnerability and Trust.
Whether or not ‘check ins’ are for you the key is to get your team to be open and vulnerable to each other. Once you
have achieved that then you can move forward knowing that you can now have healthy ideological conflict,

Now most people assume that conflict is something that should be avoided. Why? Conflict makes all of us
uncomfortable. Everyone prefers to stay in their comfort zone.

But what is the alternative to Conflict in a business setting? In most organizations it is ‘false harmony’. I call it false
because there only appears to be harmony. In fact there is generally none. People are afraid to state their thoughts and
opinions, due to a lack of Trust. Now you need to push them into Conflict. Yes push them. Because human nature and
the way most companies and center train their staff teaches us to avoid conflict.

We need healthy, ideological conflict. That is to say conflict about issues and not about personalities. For it is only
with Conflict which is open, honest, sincere and involving everyone can any issue or decision be aired to allow all of
the team members to Commit to the outcome. Without commitment to a course of action the team struggles and often
fails. Further team members fail to commit fully if they did not participate in the debate. Without getting their ‘two-
cents’ on the table they feel left out of the decision making process and that lack of involvement absolves them from
taking actions (being committed) to ensure success. It seems counter-intuitive but Conflict is good and essential.
Conflict ensures Commitment, which in turn allows you to hold other members of the team Accountable for their
individual actions in support of the goals of the team.
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As this process takes hold the level of commitment and activity within the team grows. This is likened to someone who
has ‘got religion’ because the team members ‘believe’. With the team committed, they are all held Accountable. This
accountability allows the team leader to focus on the results being attained. The vast majority of teams never get to
look at results since teams are so dysfunctional that they rarely make any decisions. Those decisions that were made
were not committed to and were doomed to failure. The freedom to focus on Results allows the team to challenge their
assumptions and fine-tune the process to gain the results they desire.

It takes time to break the bad team habits. When you accomplish this, teams meet and exceed their objective and enjoy
the process a lot more.

Understanding and Optimizing your center
High Performance centers can all be characterized as possessing an honest and specific understanding of the center and
the performance level being achieved. If you do not understand the specific inter-relationships within your center you
cannot engineer improvement. So how do you gain this understanding?

One of the best tools in my experience has been to complete a detailed assessment of your center. This assessment
seeks to identify and disconnect each of the ‘thousand moving parts’ and identify the points of connection and
contention.

The following diagram illustrates the Strategic Assessment Process

This process is broken down into four elements: Discovery, Assessment, Recommendations and Implementation. Put
another way the process first inventory’s what the center has; how the center presently employs that inventory; how
can that be employed better meet the goals; then changing what is done to incorporate the better way to meet the goals.

As you go through this process you will likely find it helpful to list or bucket you findings under some consistent
heading or categories. If you refer back to the clover diagram on page 1, you will see that we identified four categories:
People, Process, Technology and Methodology. If you wish we are happy to send you a detailed checklist used in
similar projects.

Once the information is gathered then it is possible to gain a good understanding of the state of the center, its’ function
and capabilities. It is then possible to develop a ‘gap’ analysis by analyzing how the center is performing today and
contrast the current performance with the performance required to meet the goals and objectives outlined in the
Strategic Plan. This gap analysis forms the basis of recommendations or options for actions element.
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The recommendation or options for actions component is a little more challenging for some center managers as it
requires a comprehensive understanding of not only your center but also of the industry. For some organizations this is
where they retain the services of a consultant to assist them with this part of the process. Regardless of who completes
this stage you need to view the information available versus;

i) Is the technology used fully and productively employed?
ii) Benchmarking- what are the competitors doing and is this relevant to the center?
iii) What activities are we completing that are best practices?
iv) Whether the activities are building or eroding customer satisfaction?
v) How well do our processes and procedures align with our stated goals and objectives?

Technology is a Tool
Some organizations and centers fall into the trap of believing that technology is the panacea for all of their ills. “If only
we had (insert any sexy contact center technology you have ever heard of here) and we could solve problem this
problem”. Technology is only a tool that helps us complete tasks we already know how to complete. No matter how
good or sophisticated a technology might be it will not fix or correct underlying systemic problems. Before you invest
in technology to automate or streamline a process or activity ensure that the underlying process/activity is sound.
Good technology will not correct a dysfunctional process, it will simple allow you to be dysfunctional far more
consistently.

A savvy leader knows that you must understand the challenges you hope to make easier by using a tool before you try
to implement it. Imagine using the claw end of a hammer and to try to unscrew a bolt. Better understanding of
challenges and problems often leads to solutions you hadn’t considered before you immersed yourself in the situation.
In the end the solution may or may not require technology, but regardless you will have a far better understanding the
process and inter-relationships that will impact on any solution deployed.

Future is Change
No center is ever stagnant, contact centers are always in flux. So if your contact center isn’t improving its performance
level then it is likely eroding. As the leader of a high performance contact center you must be ever vigilant and watch
for complacency setting it. You must keep pushing the boundaries. You must plan for succession within you center and
even of yourself. Where is the center going to e in 1 year, 3 years 5 years? How will your staff, yourself and the center
need to evolve to meet these changes?

Succinctly state the centers vision in terms that everyone can understand. It is through these sound bytes that people
remember and judge their own actions and decisions to align with the goals and objectives set out in the plan.
Therefore this becomes a process of “leadership by all”. Almost every decision from the most tactical to the most
strategic is judged based on one benchmark that all have agreed to and with.

Don’t just build a plan and leave it to gather dust on the bookshelf. Keep the plan ‘fresh’ by using it regularly and
referring to it in meetings and reviews. Do remember that a fresh plan also means adapting it where required to
changing conditions, circumstances and results. Not to do so saps the life out of the plan and the staff starts wondering
about the plans connection their real world.

Let us know what you think of this article, please visit www.thetaylorreachgroup.com or send us an email at

info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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Survey of the Month
The Request for Proposal process is often perceived to be less than pure. What is your experience in issuing and/or responding to
RFPs? Do you feel that the process is?

Survey Results
Predetermined- the successful vendor has been decided before the RFP is issued: 46%
Open and fair-there is no bias toward any bidder or solution: 31%
Moderately fair-there is a bias but there is no foregone conclusion: 23%

It is interesting the cynicism that we saw with our survey on RFP’s. More than two-thirds of all responders believe that there is bias
in the process, with almost half subscribing to the belief that RFP’s are only issued to justify a decision that has already been made.
Almost a quarter believe that while there is bias in the process to outcome can still be changed or influenced by the responses
received to an RFP. Just over 30% believe that the RFP process is truly open and fair to all responders.

Anecdotally, in our experience we have seen more bias in the United States versus Canada in general and that government and
government agencies in Canada have the least amount of bias. In part this is a result of the use of Fairness Officers in government at
all levels in Canada and due to some very well publicized scandals regarding inappropriate tendering and back-room deals with
cities such as Toronto and Ottawa.

The upshot of question really is should you respond to an RFP or not? Each company and organization will need to make their own
determination in this regard.

Weigh in on this month’s question (at www.thetaylorreachgroup.com) “What percentage of you annual contact center budget is
devoted to technology spending? Include acquisition, maintenance, support, licensing and staff training.”

Do you have an idea for an upcoming poll? If so we would love to hear it. Please email your suggestions for future surveys to

feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
mailto:feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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Newsworthy
In this regular column we review the latest news, predictions and trends impacting on the Call Center / Customer Interaction
Industry.

T-Mobile Launches VoIP Service
T-Mobile is getting in on the VoIP wave.

The company has launched Hotspot@Home, an unlimited calling plan where you use your existing broadband connection and a T-Mobile
provided wireless router. The cost? $10 a month, if you have a qualified T-Mobile phone plan. Sorry folks with other wireless carriers - you
aren’t eligible.

The wireless router will run you $50. And there is a $200 fee if you cancel the service before the contract is up. Other than that, it’s a
bargain at $10 per month.

The service allows you to port your current phone number as well. And it includes the standard fare of voicemail, caller id, call waiting, call
forwarding and 3-way calling.
VOIP News

Where Most Contact Centers Go Wrong -The ins and outs of rewarding your contact-center employees.
Cindy Waxer on January 8, 2008

Today’s contact centers are ideally suited to performance-related pay schemes. Yet many companies fail to make the most of this important
motivation and retention tool. What’s worse, a substandard pay-for-performance strategy can have a disastrous impact on a company’s
workforce morale, recruitment success and attrition rate.

So where exactly are contact centers going wrong? According to Colin Taylor, CEO of The Taylor Reach Group, a contact-center
consultancy, “The big problem most contact centers have is determining what the goals and objectives should be to associate with
performance pay.”

In a sales environment, for example, a contact-center agent’s performance pay relies on a commission-based structure, representing a
fraction of a representative’s overall sales. That’s easy enough to calculate. But when it comes to developing a performance-related pay
formula in a strictly customer-service environment, Taylor said “most organizations really manage to screw up dramatically.”

Quality Counts
That’s because quantitative metrics such as handle time and available time aren’t always an accurate reflection of an agent’s performance.
Take, for example, a company that decides to make the ability to up-sell on a particular product or service a performance pay-worthy
activity. The danger, warned Taylor, is while “that hugely values the ability to generate new revenue, at the same time it devalues the
people who may not be as effective at sales but are quite effective at the primary role of the center.”

Rather, Taylor advises companies to use qualitative metrics such as customer satisfaction and first-call resolution to determine performance
pay among contact-center agents. And that means deploying the right measurement tools, such as call-monitoring software and quality-
assurance solutions.

“Qualitative metrics will give you a better picture of the quality and effectiveness of the agent,” said Taylor. “Of course, you can’t
compensate people on first-call resolution if you don’t have the ability in the contact center to measure it accurately.”

Money Talks

Once a company has decided on the metrics it wishes to use to measure performance, determining what type of reward to offer employees
should be easy enough. “It’s money, money or money,” said Taylor. That’s not to suggest, however, that verbal recognition isn’t also a
valuable reward. After all, said Taylor, publicly acknowledging an agent’s superior skills “allows star performers to receive more
compensation and be treated better than the people they’re working alongside who aren’t performing as well.”
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Whether offering a top-notch agent a handsome financial bonus or a plaque on the wall, one thing is for certain: Companies need to deploy
a performance-related pay scheme properly — or not at all. Said Taylor, “There’s no faster way to destroy morale in your contact center
than to implement a poorly thought out, executed and measured pay-for-performance model. Any change to compensation creates a huge
amount of questions in the minds of the staff and has huge downside risks.”
VOIP News
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Contact centres crawling with germs

The average contact centre, where desks and equipment are shared, could be a breeding ground for disease, according to a new US study.

An Arizona University study, which took samples from 100 offices across the US, found that computer keyboards have 3,295 microbes per
square inch and computer mice 1,676. But telephones are by far the worst offenders, with a massive 25,127 microbes a square inch because
people get their mouths in such close contact with them and yet rarely think to wipe them down.

"You may find things such as dirt and dust - these build up particularly between and under the keys of the keyboard, and clog up runners on
older mice," says computer valet Mark Chandler. "In the keyboard you\'ll also find bits of paper, crumbs, hairs, staples, paper clips, dead
skin and even dead insects."
Callcentres.net

Ask the Experts
Will return next month

Inside TRG
Recent Projects
Over the past couple of months TRG has been a part of a number of interesting and exciting projects.

 We have been working with a major retailer to assist them with identifying outsource service providers that can meet a
number of detailed and specific client requirements.

 We have been working with a carrier to improve their sales and service efforts.
 A recycling company to improve the utilization of their recycling services,
 A major financial institution to monitor and assess their service quality,
 A market research program for Frost & Sullivan,

New Services
Over the past year we have continued to innovate the contact center consulting business through a number of new service offerings. These
offerings have included:

Managed Services: These services starting at $1,000 per month, provides clients with access to seasoned call/contact center executives,
who possess more than 20 years of ward winning center operational experience in every faucet of call or contact center operations.
Because this is a continuous service program and we invest time to understand your center, we learn and progress together over time. This
service has been characterized as “Contact Center Execs on call”, “the litmus test”, for strategic planning and budgeting and simply as
“coaching”.

Pay for Performance Consulting: No more buying a pig in a poke, you determine what we are paid based on the value you derive from
our work. This approach may sound simple, but it has certainly raised the ire of many traditional consultants. We are comfortable
allowing you the client to set our remuneration and see this as the fairest and easiest way to build an effective relationship with a
consulting firm.

Annual Contact Center Health Check: How healthy is your center? Are your ‘best practices’, really the best? Are you leveraging your
technology to its maximum advantage? Are selecting and retaining the best staff? If you are unsure of the answers to any of these
questions then you should consider a ‘TRG Annual Center Health Check’. We assess your center against more than one key indicators or
center performance and provide you with a written report and recommendations for improving the health of you center.

If you would like more information on any of the above services please give us a call or drop us an email at
info@thetaylorreachgroup.com .

mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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Looking for a Good Read?
Check out Colin Taylors Blog: Call Center Perspectives at http://callcenterperspectives.blogspot.com

Looking to expand you contact center networking?
Join Colin Taylor’s LinkedIn network, just send Colin an email ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com and he will send you an invitation.

Reprints of Customer Reach Articles Available
After receiving a number of requests for reprints of articles that have appeared in Customer Reach we have made a number of pdf reprints
available. The first two articles are from our Outsourcing series: “Outsourcing: Hope is not a Strategy” and “Dumb Mistakes Bright
Contact Center Executives make when Outsourcing”. If you would like to receive copies of these reprints or request others please contact
us at info@thetaykirreachgroup.com

Reinventing Call Centre Management

Colin Taylor is speaking at, Reinventing Call Centre Management on March 18 & 19 in Toronto. Now you have fair warning to either

attend or book something else to save you from attending. Colin will be speaking on Leadership Strategies for High Performance Contact

Centers. For more information on the conference you can visit http://www.federatedpress.com/pdf/RCCT0803-E.pdf

Case Study
In this regular column we review the successes that TRG is part of.

TRG assists Health & Fitness Technology Company manage surging call volumes

TRG helped an established Health and Fitness technology company adjust their operational model to deal with surging call volumes, long
wait times and unsatisfactory service levels.

The Challenge:

This very successful heath and fitness technology company achieved a great coup when they secured agreement to roll their technology out
to a 10,000 location fitness chain. However the as the installations rolled forward so did the calls to the contact center. The callers were less
comfortable with technology than was expected and required longer and more frequent calls to make them feel comfortable. The call
volumes surged and the wait times kept increasing. Training was scaled back in an effort to get agents on the phones quicker. But this of
course contributed to even long handle times and further reduced the service levels. The result of the dis-jointed training process was that
some staff could handle some types of calls and other staff could not. In the month before TRG was called in to assist the center abandoned
72% of their calls, lost the center manager and had a service level of less than 16%.

The Process:

TRG analyzed the center data and assessed the staff, training process, volumes and service expectations. TRG developed a demand volume
forecast and reviewed with senior management. It was obvious to all, that the company could simply not hire and add staff quickly enough
nor could it provide enough training to new staff given the continuing increase in call volumes.

The Solution:

TRG recommended a novel solution. Changing the contact center from a answer and solve model to a triage would allow the agents to
handle cases that fit with their knowledge, training and skill base. At the same time it was essential that new staff were hired and properly
trained to be able to service 100% of the call and case types received. To gain time to effect this hiring and training process TRG
recommended the tactical use of an outsource agency. Within 24 hours of the outsource triage model being approved and within 498 hours
of arriving on-site the TRG sourced the outsource agency, established call flows to deliver calls to the outsourcer, facilitated the required

http://callcenterperspectives.blogspot.com/
mailto:ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:info@thetaykirreachgroup.com
http://www.federatedpress.com/pdf/RCCT0803-E.pdf
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data connectivity to allow the outsource firm to create new cases in the client CRM system and had provided training to the outsource
agency staff. The outsource firm received the calls directly from the client queue, opened cases and registered them on the CRM. The
client agents shifted to an outbound focus selecting cases they were trained to deal with from the case list. At the same time TRG
established desired skills and competency maps for the client, extended these skills and competencies and developed and provided the
associated assessment tests to the staffing agency being used by the client and scheduled a two-day initial training for 50% more staff than
the center had before TRG’s arrival. The agency administered the assessments and provided the staff as scheduled 3 days after receiving
instructions from TRG and 5 days after TRG arrived on-site. For this first time in company history they didn’t experience agent attrition
through the training process and over then next two weeks the staff was rotated through the call center as well as through the training and
installation departments to deliver the best possible training and understanding of the products.

The Result:

The service levels began to improve immediately with 79% of calls being answered the first day by the outsource agency. This would meet
the 80% goal everyday thereafter. The non-serviced calls (abandons and voicemails) declined from almost 70% the day preceding the
outsourcing implementation to under 3% a day later. The backlog of cases went from over 400 to zero within 7 days. The staff through the
enhanced training secured universal capabilities to answer all case types within two weeks and their First Call Resolution increase by three
fold. All told TRG was only on-site for two and a half weeks and yet we helped the client significantly improve their service quality, service
performance, load forecasting, training, first call resolution and customer satisfaction. All of this was achieved at a lower cost per call than
was being achieved before TRG arrived. The clients summarized their satisfaction with TRG’s efforts, by remarking that they wished they

had called TRG sooner.

Career Opportunities
From time to time our clients ask us to assist them in securing talented individuals who can find fulfilling roles within our clients’
organization. At this time we are looking to identify candidates for a couple or roles, detailed below;

Contact Center Outsource Agency Senior Account Executive

This role is well suited for an experienced Senior Account executive with at least 5 years of outsource agency sales experience a robust
rolodex of network contacts who has demonstrated the ability to sell more than $5 million of outsource services annually. This role comes
with a six figure base and an un-capped commission structure. If you are interested in being considered for this virtual role please forward

your resume in confidence to info@thetaylorreachgroup.com

Quality and Training Analyst

The second opportunity is for a quality and training analyst based in the Toronto. The role requires 3-5 years experience in developing and
delivering inbound contact center agent training as well as experience with executing internal quality monitoring and quality assurance
programs. This position has some tele-work opportunity 2-3 days per week. If you are interested in being considered for this role please

send your resume in confidence to info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.

mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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Pre-order at Amazon.com
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Customer Reach® is published 10 times per year by The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. Customer Reach® may not be reproduced without
permission.

Subscription requests can be directed to customerreach@thetaylorreachgroup.com or to;
Customer Reach
19 Mercer Street,
Suite 302,
Toronto ON
M5V 1H2
Phone - 416-979-8692
Fax - 416-977-8817

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. provides Strategic and Operational customer interaction consulting services that deliver Operational

Innovation breakthroughs in Contact Center operations.

Award winning service and more than 100 years of industry experience serving ‘Fortune 1000’ companies. Extensive North American

and International experience with both captive (in-house), home based and outsource centers.

Delivering Operational Innovation to your Contact Center

Contact Center Consulting,

Customer Satisfaction Consulting,

Contact Center Technologies,

KPI and Best Practices,

Quality Monitoring & Assurance,

Outsourcing/Offshoring Assessments,

Total Cost of Ownership Assessments,

Service to Sales Migrations,

Award winning service...Reach Beyond!

Phone or email Colin Taylor today at 416-979-8692

By email at ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com .

Offices in Toronto, Atlanta & Australia

TRG are proud members of:

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc.

E-mail: info@thetaylorreachgroup.com

www.thetaylorreachgroup.com

mailto:customerreach@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/

